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Abstract: The electric and magnetic fields are present around the High Voltage 

Transmisssion Lines (HVTL) and reported to affect health of the workers 

working on these hotlines. The key parameter reportedly responsible for 

detrimental health effects, are internal induced fields in body. Induction of 

internal fields in different organs is heavily dependent on the external 

fields. Prediction of hazardous levels of external fields before measurement 

or in situations difficult for direct measurement will lead to identify the 

restrictive situations and working conditions for hotline workers. This work 

propose a method to model electric and magnetic field for different 

climbing routes using hybrid technique, formed by combining support 

vector machine (SVM) and neural network (NN) and also electric field and 

magnetic field values are predicted using NN for increase in tower height. 

The result shows the performance of proposed method for prediction of 

electric field and magnetic field for increase in tower height. 

Keywords: climbing routes, support vector machines, neural network, hybrid data 

mining approach 

1. Introduction 

Rapid expansion of power systems is causing transmission technology to drift from 

HV to EHV. This HVTL network is expanding with a great speed along and above the 

ground. Current and voltage limits are the two significant factors of high voltage 

transmission line [1]. Large transmission line configurations with high voltage and 

current levels produce large values of electric and magnetic fields stresses which 

influence the humans and nearby objects sited at ground surfaces. This has in turn 

prompted increased activity in the documentation of calculation methods to exactly 

forecast field strengths in isolated conducting bodies associated with lines of all 

voltages and design configurations [2]. Due to the extensive use of electricity in the 

modern domestic and industrial environment, any or all reports purporting to exhibit 
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that the electric fields from power lines that cause or aggravate infirmity must be given 

serious consideration and be seriously evaluated [3]. 

The exposure of general public and power-line workers to high-voltage transmission 

lines at extremely low frequency (ELF) of 50 or 60 Hz may cause very severe health 

problems [4]. The human body is always vulnerable to electromagnetic radiation of 

varying intensity depending upon the locality. 

Modeling of external fields was done using Regression analysis, SVM, NN and 

Hybrid Techniques [5]. In this paper a hybrid technique is used to model electric field 

and magnetic field present around hotline workers body while climbing through 

different climbing routes in a tower and also electric field and magnetic field was 

predicted as increase in the tower height. 

2. Modeling and Prediction using Hybrid Technique 

Extensive efforts carried out, to evaluate external exposure conditions and its effects 

reported in literature can be found out elsewhere [6, 7]. In almost all these attempts to 

determine the detrimental effects, electromagnetic fields are measured along the span of 

the line. Reducing distance between source and object, while doing live line repairs has 

also attracted attention of researchers to determine biological effects initiated by 

electromagnetic fields [6]. Prediction of fields during different positions of HVTL tower 

climbing routes will be helpful to avoid extreme exposure prone spots during live line 

maintenance. 
Artificial neural networks, SVM along with classical statistical procedures such as 

polynomial regression are used for function approximation. These methods have 
succeeded in generating accurate plots, provided the input data is sufficient. 

Recently, Hybrid data mining approaches have gained much popularity. A hybrid 
approach is built by combining two or more data mining techniques. 

Reviewed literature indicates that Hybrid models can outperform standalone models 
and can provide better performance. The objective behind formation of Hybrid model is 
to extract all possible good features of individual model to obtain best possible 
outcomes. Generating new hybrid model by mixing individual models has also been 
suggested by Xu, Kryzak, and Suen (1992) [8]. 

Development of hybrid models by combining different NNs architectures were also 
reported and showed that the combinations provided improved performance compared 
to standalone NNs models. Hybrid models by combining statistical models (mixed 
regression models) have been implemented. Results from these studies suggest that 
hybrid models improve predictive performance when compared against the predictive 
performances of standalone models. The recent trend in hybrid model development is to 
mix classical statistical models with NNs models [9]. 

On modeling side, a need persists to develop a technique with conventional methods 
to model the external field values. There is a scope identified to implement a hybrid 
technique which can outperform the advantages of standalone techniques such as Neural 
Network and Support Vector Machines. Possibility of developing a hybrid technique 
using NN and SVM is exploited in this work for important issues of electromagnetic 
fields. 
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Here a new method is proposed for modeling of the electric field and magnetic field 

in different climbing routes of a tower and also to predict the electric field and magnetic 

field, if height of the tower also increases. The modeling of electric field and magnetic 

field is performed by using various functions such as basic fitting function, support 

vector machine (SVM) and neural network. Prediction of electric field and magnetic 

field is done for increase in tower height. 

3. Methodology 

In proposed method curve fitting technique is used for the modeling of 
electromagnetic field for various climbing routes. 

Curve fitting is a process of generating a curve which best represents the 
characteristics of a system using the input data set. It is the basis of any analytical, 
comparative or growth related statistics. The objective [10] of curve fitting is to select 
parameter values which minimize the total error over the set of data points being 
considered.  

The error is calculated by observing the vertical distance between the line and the 
point (xi, yi), which is given by [14] �� =  |�� −  �	� −  
|                                                (1) 

The idea behind the least squares method is to sum these vertical distances and 
minimize the total error. The least square error is 

���, 
 =  ���� − �	� −  
��
���                                         �2 

In order to maximize or minimize a function of multiple variables, we compute the 
partial derivatives with respect to each of the variables and set them equal to zero. Here, 
we compute  ���� =  −2 � 	���� − �	� −  
 = 0�

���                                   �3 

���
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 which can be solved as a linear system of two equations for the two unknowns m 
and b. Since m and b are uniquely determined, these values yield the minimum error. 
Similarly we can proceed for any polynomial. For second degree polynomials of the 
form  � =  �� +  ��	 + ��	�                                                  �5 

the error becomes 

����, ��, �� =  ���� −  �� − ��	� −  ��	����
���                      �6 
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Initially the electric field and magnetic field values for different tower height which 
are also different for climbing routes are taken and using this data the curve is plotted by 
using basic curve fitting function. The experimental dataset used to plot curve in the 
proposed method is shown in equation 7 & 8. 

D� =   H�E�H�E�⋮H$E$
%                                                        (7) 

D& =   H�M�H�M�⋮H$M$
%                                                        (8) 

The above dataset is given as an input data to the basic curve fitting function and 
then curve is plotted for linear, quadratic, cubic, 4th degree polynomial, 5th degree 
polynomial, 6th degree polynomial, 7th degree polynomial, 8th degree polynomial, 9th 
degree polynomial and 10th degree polynomial. After plotting the curve, the best curve 
is taken as the experimental data curve for different climbing routes. The next step after 
selection of the best curve is to train SVM and neural network to predict for the electric 
field and magnetic field for increase in tower height. 

3.1. Prediction of Electric and Magnetic Field for Increase in Tower Height 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) plays an important role while in prediction of the 
linear and non-linear problems in different fields of engineering [11]. Usually neural 
network consists of two stages namely; training stage and testing stage. In the first 
stage, neural network is trained by using the training dataset and in the second stage; it 
provides the predicted electric field and magnetic field to the corresponding height of 
the tower. For the training purposes of neural network back propagation algorithm is 
used.  

SVMs are powerful machine learning techniques for classification and regression 
[12]. In proposed method SVM is used for prediction of the electric field and magnetic 
field for increase in tower height. SVM is classified into two different types binary 
classifier based SVM and multiclass classifier based SVM. Here more than two classes 
are used, so multiclass SVM classifier is used. 

The hybrid technique presented is a combination of SVM and neural network. Here, 

the best data from SVM and neural network are taken and curve is plotted for electric 

field and magnetic field. For prediction, if height of the tower is given as the input; the 

hybrid technique gives output as corresponding electric and magnetic field. 

4. Result and discussions 

The implementation of proposed method was performed by using MATLAB 7.11 and 

the proposed method is tested for HVTL experimental data. The HVTL experimental 

data is taken from [13]. 
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4.1. Prediction and modeling for HVTL data 

The HVTL experiment data for electric field and magnetic field are considered for 

different climbing routes in a tower. Different climbing routes [13] considered in our 

method are shown in figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Different climbing routes in tower [13] 

 
A graphical comparison of the Experimental data, fitted curves from the 

Regressions, the Neural Network, Support Vector Machines and the Hybrid Technique 
are shown in figure 2 and 3.  

Modeling and prediction values for different climbing routes are shown in figure 2 
and 3. The four graphs on left hand side (LHS) out of total eight shows performance of 
neural network, regression, SVM and hybrid technique compared with experiment data 
for electric field vs height from ground in climbing route 1, 2, 3 and 4. Rest of the four 
graphs on right hand side (RHS) represents prediction performance for both fields. 

For prediction, the height of the tower is increased to 5 m from the normal height and 

results are analyzed. From the results it is clear that if we increase the tower height, the 

electric field will nearly equal to values shown in figure 2 and 3. 
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Figure 2. (LHS) Performance of neural network, regression, SVM and hybrid technique 

compared with experiment data for electric field vs height from ground in climbing 

routes and (RHS) Prediction of electric field for increase in height using proposed 

method for climbing routes. 
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Figure 3. (LHS) Performance of neural network, regression, SVM and hybrid technique 

compared with experiment data for electric field vs height from ground in climbing 

routes and (RHS) Prediction of electric field for increase in height using proposed 

method for climbing routes. 
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5. Conclusions 

Hybrid model to improve predictive performances is proposed. These gives 
improved results compared to the predictive performances of standalone models (NN, 
SVM). 

The model performance of our hybrid technique was compared with SVM and NN 

individually. Waveforms show that the hybrid technique is better choice for prediction 

of EM fields around HVTL. 

From the performance result it is clear that proposed method can be efficiently used to 

determine extensive exposure prone zones to avoid probable detrimental effects due to 

electromagnetic fields around hotline workers. 
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